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ABSTRACT
We present an assistive suitcase system, BBeep, for supporting blind people when walking through crowded environments. BBeep uses pre-emptive sound notifcations to help
clear a path by alerting both the user and nearby pedestrians
about the potential risk of collision. BBeep triggers notifcations by tracking pedestrians, predicting their future position
in real-time, and provides sound notifcations only when it
anticipates a future collision. We investigate how diferent
types and timings of sound afect nearby pedestrian behavior.
In our experiments, we found that sound emission timing has
a signifcant impact on nearby pedestrian trajectories when
compared to diferent sound types. Based on these fndings,
we performed a real-world user study at an international
airport, where blind participants navigated with the suitcase
in crowded areas. We observed that the proposed system
signifcantly reduces the number of imminent collisions.
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Figure 1: BBeep is an assistive suitcase system that uses sonic
feedback to alert both the blind user and nearby sighted
pedestrians about potential risks of collision.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Blind people face signifcant challenges when navigating
public spaces due to the lack of visual sensing. Recent research using computer vision aimed to assist blind users’
orientation and mobility skills for avoiding potential obstacles or hazards [7, 16, 22, 23, 29, 37, 46, 49, 50]. While these
systems are often able to detect static obstacles, the detection

and avoidance of collisions with dynamic elements, in particular pedestrians, is still relatively unexplored in the literature.
Technical challenges aside, one possible reason for a lack of
work on dealing with dynamic elements is the assumption
that sighted pedestrians are aware of blind people and therefore will always clear the path for them. However, this is not
always the case as sighted people may be looking at their
smartphone, talking with others, or facing another direction
(looking at a board or TV). In such scenarios, blind people
face signifcant risks of collision with other pedestrians.
We present an assistive suitcase system, BBeep, that uses
a sonic collision warning system to alert both the blind user
and nearby sighted pedestrians about potential risks of collision (Figure 1). This approach extends common sonic warning systems that are used to clear the path for moving vehicles, such as airport carts driving through crowded terminals
or large trucks driving in reverse. This work leverages the
simple fact that sighted persons can quickly get out of the
way of a blind person who is walking, if they are given appropriate information about a blind person’s presence. However,
our work aims to go beyond the paradigm of constantly playing a sound to convey the user’s presence, as the constant
emission of loud alarm sounds can be social disruptive and
make the blind user feel overly self-conscious. Instead, we
present an adaptive sonic warning system that only emits
sounds when needed. More specifcally, BBeep is designed
to consider the motion of nearby pedestrians, predict future
collisions, and give sonic feedback only when necessary.
Although we explicitly target the navigation of blind people in airports, we believe that the form factor of a travel
suitcase is also appropriate and brings several benefts in
other real-world crowded environments such as train stations or shopping malls. For the blind user, a suitcase can
often act as an extended sensing mechanism for identifying
changes in foor texture or as a form of protection from collisions in very dense crowds. Even without any smart sensing,
a suitcase can be used as an assistive device. In many cosmopolitan environments, a suitcase is a common object and
does not draw unnecessary attention to the user. As a robotic
sensing system, it also provides a convenient place to store
and attach sensors, power and computing resources.
BBeep uses an RGBD camera to detect, track and predict
the motion of nearby pedestrians. The RGB image is used to
detect people using a convolutional neural network and the
depth channel is used to estimate the distance to pedestrians.
Averaged position estimates are used to estimate pedestrians’
velocity and linear extrapolation is used to predict their future path. Depending on the proximity of the predicted path
with the user, an appropriate sound is emitted by BBeep.
To investigate how to convey sonic feedback efectively,
we performed an observational study where the suitcaseshaped system emits sounds of diferent types and timings.

Results suggest that sound emission is an efective method
to change the pedestrians’ walking direction away from the
platform, and that its timing has more impact than the sound
types. Based on these fndings, we designed the sonic interface of BBeep that used three stages of sound emissions to
notify about potential collision risks with pedestrians.
In order to evaluate the efectiveness of BBeep for preventing collisions with pedestrians, we performed a study where
six blind users walked with the suitcase in crowded areas
of an airport. We observed that BBeep reduced the number
of situations of imminent collision risk, when compared to
only notifying the blind user. Participant feedback supported
our hypothesis that BBeep is useful for collision avoidance
in crowded public spaces. Based on our fndings, we discuss
future requirements towards a more fexible solution that is
able to adapt to diferent scenarios and users.
2 RELATED WORK
Blind Navigation Systems
Prior research proposed various blind navigation systems [1,
2, 10, 13, 18, 31, 35, 36, 39]. Most systems guide blind people
using turn-by-turn navigation, with technologies such as
GPS [36, 39], RFID tags [2, 10, 15], and Bluetooth low-energy
beacons [1, 11, 26]. Still, most systems do not consider dynamic environments and therefore are unaware of obstacles
that were not in the environment, such as desks, chairs, and
pedestrians. To overcome this limitation, it is important to
assist blind users avoiding collisions with such elements.
Supportive Systems for Obstacle Avoidance
Besides guide dogs, white canes [5, 47] are the most common
tool for blind people to fnd obstacles and avoid collisions.
While very efcient, a user can detect an obstacle only after physically hitting it with the cane. This is undesirable,
especially when the obstacle is a pedestrian. Researchers
have developed supportive technologies that allow blind
users to detect obstacles with non-contact sensing [4, 30, 43].
Systems that detect and provide information about obstacles (e.g. distance[22–24, 28, 30, 37], shape[7, 23, 29], or
category[22, 37, 49]) to users often use laser [28], ultrasonic [24, 44], phone’s speakers and microphones [45], or
depth sensing[7, 16, 21–23, 37, 49]. However, it is still challenging for blind people to detect and avoid obstacles, in
particular in very dense environments. In those scenarios, it
is important to provide a safe path to blind users.
Some systems guide users around obstacles using sound
feedback [29, 50] and/or haptic feedback from ground [46]
or aerial robots [3]. Blind users can follow the system feedback to avoid static obstacles such as chairs, desks, and walls.
While applicable to inanimate objects, some studies assumed
that pedestrians, as dynamic obstacles, can avoid a blind user,

and thus did not focus on supporting pedestrian collision
avoidance [29, 46]. However, in public spaces (e.g., airports),
pedestrians may be unaware of blind users while using mobile devices or talking to others. Therefore, we are interested
in investigating sound notifcation techniques to make pedestrians aware of the blind traveler. We expect that pedestrians
will then clear the path for the blind user.
Sound Alert for Urgent Notifications
Beep sounds have been used as a means to notify people of
urgent situations, such as in hospital intensive care units [34],
nuclear power plants [33], and aviation [6]. Audio notifcations can also alert drivers of an imminent collision or assist
in navigation [32]. The relationship between user perception
and diferent types of alert sounds plays a vital role in their
usability. Several works have found that auditory parameters
of beep sounds (e.g., fundamental frequency, pulse rate, and
intensity) afect perceived urgency levels [12, 20, 32], while
others observed a trade-of between perceived urgency and
annoyance levels of alert sounds [12, 19, 32].
As described above, emitting beep sounds is a common
approach to notify users of urgent situations. In this paper,
we thus use this type of sound to make pedestrians aware of
a blind user. We investigate what types of beep sounds are
efective for collision avoidance, and design a sound emission
policy for our prototype system.
3 BBEEP: DESIGNING A PATH CLEARING SYSTEM
Our main goal is to ease the mobility of blind people in
crowded environments. We argue that collisions with pedestrians can be avoided if both the blind user and sighted pedestrians are made aware of the collision risk. For this purpose,
we developed BBeep, a sonic collision avoidance system that
aims to clear the path for blind users.
Limitations of Notifying only the Blind User
Prior research on obstacle detection for blind people focuses
on notifying the user alone about the presence of obstacles,
prompting them to change their orientation [29, 46, 50]. Such
approach increases the user’s knowledge of the surroundings,
but also comes with signifcant limitations in this context.
First, actively changing the walking direction of users may be
unsafe (taking the user through a diferent/unknown path);
second, a group of pedestrians may block the entire route of
a blind user; and fnally, notifying users about all pedestrians
in crowded environments may require complex feedback,
which may be cognitively demanding to users. In addition,
by focusing on obstacles in general these approaches do not
take advantage of sighted pedestrians’ ability to cooperate
in collision prevention. We argue that conveying feedback
only to the user may not be efective to avoid collisions with
other pedestrians, in particular in crowded environments.

Sound Notifications for Users and Pedestrians
BBeep uses sound notifcations due to the ability of sound
to attract people’s attention even when they are focused on
something else. Although other modalities, such as visual
stimuli (e.g., Vection Field [17]), can also impact pedestrians’
walking direction, it may not be as efective in several scenarios. For instance, the prevalence of smartphones signifcantly
reduces sighted pedestrians’ awareness of the surroundings,
resulting in potential collisions [9]. Moreover, (groups of)
people talking or looking at a diferent direction may not
notice a blind person until their white-cane hits them. For
that reason, our approach is inspired in the common use
of beep sounds to notify pedestrians of urgent situations
prompting them to clear the path. A few examples include
carts in crowded airports or large motor vehicles driving in
reverse. However, such approach also comes with signifcant
challenges, since frequent emission of loud alarm sounds can
be socially disruptive and make the user feel uncomfortable.
Collision Prediction to Reduce Sound Emissions
To enhance social acceptance of sound emissions, it is important to emit alert sounds only when absolutely necessary.
Moreover, a collision prediction technique is required in order to decrease as much as possible the number of sound
emissions, while maintaining its efectiveness. For this reason, BBeep relies on real-time pedestrian tracking and collision prediction to provide notifcations only when there is a
potential risk of collision. This is benefcial to reduce both
collision risks and social disruption in public spaces.
4

BBEEP: IMPLEMENTATION

We developed a vision-sensing system for tracking the motion of pedestrians and predicting their future positions in
order to generate an audible warning signal that will clear
the path in front of a blind user (Figure 2). A stereo camera
is attached to a suitcase to capture RGB images and collect
depth data. One advantage of this setup is the ability to capture images without signifcant motion-induced blur and to
perform the necessary computations in situ. The system detects pedestrians using RGB images and tracks their position
using the depth data in real time. Based on these results, the
system predicts the future positions of pedestrians and determines their risk of collision with a blind user. The system
can then emit an audible alarm if necessary.
We note that there is prior work on pedestrian trajectory
forecasting [25, 27, 48] and the aim of this work is not to
advance the state of the art in this respect. Instead, our contribution is the analysis and development of efective sonic
feedback mechanisms based on such predictive input. To this
end, our main challenge is to develop a real-time forecasting
technique with sufcient accuracy for collision prediction.
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Figure 2: Overview of BBeep. The stereo camera is mounted on a suitcase and records RGB images and depth data. A) The
system detects pedestrians using the RGB images and B) tracks their position using the depth data. Then, C) it predicts the
future positions of each pedestrian. Finally, D) BBeep emits an audible signal if there is a risk of collision with the blind user.

Pedestrian Detection: Requirements and Design
We implemented a novel system combining stereo image
sensing and a CNN-based generic object detector (YOLOv2 [40]).
We use a ZED™2K Stereo Camera1 , as it has a wider horizontal feld of view (90 degrees), a longer depth range (0.3 to
20 m), and a higher FPS (up to 100 Hz) than Kinect v2. The
stereo camera supports a 3D odometry API that provides access to 3D movements from the camera in real time. We use
this information to remove the infuence of suitcase rotation.
We used YOLOv2 to detect pedestrians using the RGB
streams. The method robustly detects individuals even if their
body is not completely included within the camera images.
We confrmed that the combination of the ZED camera and
YOLOv2 can detect bounding boxes of pedestrians from a
distance of 10 m. We used the central area of the bounding
boxes to obtain the 3D positions of the detected pedestrians
in the camera coordinate system.
Updating positions using a high FPS is important for accurately predicting pedestrians’ future positions. We used a laptop computer (Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1060 GPU) to process object detection at a rate of 15
fps, but this was insufcient to obtain satisfactory prediction
accuracy. We, therefore, used a given bounding box for obtaining 3D positions, and updated it once a new detection
result was available. The system thus tracks pedestrians at a
frame rate in excess of 40 fps. Note that the detection and
tracking processes run simultaneously on diferent threads.
Pedestrian Tracking
The system processes pedestrian tracking based on the detection results. We propose an algorithm to track individual
pedestrians in real time. We use the following procedure to
update a tracking list of detected pedestrians at each frame:
(1) The tracker generates a set of bounding boxes from
pedestrian detection and computes a set of 3D positions
1 https://www.stereolabs.com/zed/

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

in the camera coordinate system based on the central
area of the bounding boxes.
The tracker repeats steps (3) and (4) for each detected
3D position (the current position).
If there are no existing pedestrians in the list from the
current position within a distance α, the tracker adds
the point to the list as a new pedestrian.
Otherwise, the tracker updates the position of the nearest pedestrian in the list to the current position, and
saves the previous position as a record of its trajectory.
The tracker removes pedestrians from the list if their
position has not been updated by the tracker in β f rames
of the tracking process.

Based on our observations, we set the parameter values
α = 1 m and β = 5f rames for all of our studies.
Position Prediction and Sound Emission
The system predicts the future positions of the pedestrians
in the tracking lists derived from the tracking process. The
system uses the 3D positions of the pedestrians in the camera
coordinate system to predict the relative speed and direction
of displacement between the suitcase and each pedestrian
using their current position and their trajectory. To improve
the stability of the pedestrian position measurement, the system frst compensates for rotations of the suitcase (camera)
by rotating the detected pedestrian positions using 3D odometry information. The system then computes the expected
future position p̂t +s of each pedestrian after s seconds using
the N − 1 most recent points of its trajectory as follows:

pµ (i, n) =
p̂t +s =

1
n

pµ (t, N2 ) − pµ (t − N2 ,
∆t(pt − N , pt − 3N )
4

4

i
Õ

pj

(1)

s + pt

(2)

j=i−n+1
N
2

)

Let pt be the position of a pedestrian in the camera coordinate system at time t, pµ (i, n) the average over n previous
positions (from pi−n+1 to pi ), and ∆t(pt , pi ) the diference in
the time stamps between pt and pi . The system frst calculates the two average positions (from N − 1 frames before
to N /2 frames before, and from N /2 − 1 frames before to
current frame) (Equation 1). The system then calculates the
vector between the two average positions and predicts the
future position (Equation 2). Setting N = 32 was found to
yield stable predictions.
The system then predicts the risk of a future collision based
on all the predicted positions to decide whether an alarm
sound should be emitted, as outlined in Figure 2. A collision
is expected when a future pedestrian trajectory crosses the
“emergency line” shown in Figure 2 (D). The system computes
the line connecting the current and future positions of the
pedestrian as a prediction of the expected future trajectory.
The system then determines the intersection between this
line and the emergency line. If the intersection lies within the
range of the emergency line, the risk of collision is considered
signifcant and the system emits a warning sound. Note that
this calculation does not use pedestrian height information.
5 BBEEP: DESIGNING SOUND EMISSION POLICY
THROUGH AN OBSERVATION STUDY
We studied the response of pedestrians to the audible warning signals in order to design a sound-emission policy for our
system. As described in Related Work, human perception of
audible emergency warnings has been studied [12, 19, 32].
There is also some understanding of how a visual stimulus
can cause pedestrians to redirect their trajectory [17]. Yet, little is still known about how a pedestrian reacts to an audible
signal. Such insight is important for designing an efective
policy of sound emissions for our path-clearing system.
We conducted an observational study in a corridor in
which the suitcase-enclosed system was made to emit diferent types of audible alerts (beeps). We recorded pedestrians’
reactions and trajectories as shown in Figure 3. We designed
a set of sound-emission patterns comprising various sound
types and a range of timings. The system tracked pedestrians
in the corridor and emitted alerts using these patterns. We
analyzed the pedestrians’ trajectories to determine which
sound patterns were most efective at clearing the path in
front of the suitcase. Based on the outcome, we then designed
our sound-emission policy for evaluation in an airport.
Sound-Emission Paterns
We designed 7 sound patterns (S1–S7), one of which (S7)
was mute to serve as a baseline. The 6 non-baseline patterns
featured combinations of 3 diferent sound types and 2 types
of emission timings.

Sound
Pattern
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

UL

Sound type
BF
PD

IPI

High

1000 Hz

0.1 s 0.1 s

Middle

400 Hz

0.1 s 0.1 s

Low

400 Hz

0.5 s 0.5 s

Without sound emission

Timing
s
5.0 s
2.5 s
5.0 s
2.5 s
5.0 s
2.5 s
N/A

Table 1: Sound-emission patterns. UL: urgency level, BF:
base frequency, PD: Pulse duration, IPI: inter-pulse interval,
and s: timing (i.e. emits a sound alert by considering the expected position of pedestrians after s seconds).

Beep-Alert Sound Types. We used alert sounds to represent 3 distinct levels of perceived urgency. The relationship
between perceived urgency and sound parameters is well
documented. We prepared 3 types of beep sounds with different urgency levels denoted High, Intermediate, and Low.
Specifcally, we varied the base frequency, the pulse rate, and
the pitch, as given in Table 1. The values we used are based
on recent research addressing sound urgency [38, 41].
Timing of sound emission. We also used diferent timings
of sound emissions for each beep alerts. The system changes
the timing by setting the collision detection parameter s
seconds. If a system were to emit a sound alert immediately
before a predicted collision with the blind user (e.g., s < 1)),
the pedestrian in question may not be able to avoid the
collision. On the other hand, a sound alert emitted too long
in advance (e.g., s = ∞) may cause unnecessary disturbance
and inconvenience and be efectively unproductive.
We selected the parameter values s 1 = 5.0 and s 2 = 2.5
seconds. The value of s 1 (5.0 s) represents the time needed to
travel the furthest distance in the detection range (around
10 m) when the blind user and a pedestrian are approaching
at a relative speed of 4 km/h. We also used s 2 (2.5 s) set to a
half of s 1 to defne a nearer threshold.
Data Collection and Analysis
This observational study considered the suitcase-enclosed
system with 7 sound emission patterns placed in a straight
corridor (Figure 3). The system tracked pedestrians and predicted their intersection with the emergency line in real time.
The system also emitted sounds as specifed by the adopted
policy. All seven sound patterns were used in cycle.
Observations were conducted over more than four days,
yielding 57 trajectories for each pattern (399 in total). The
system recorded a trajectory and images of the closest pedestrian with a risk of collision for each sound pattern.

Minimal Distance (m)
1.8

p = 0.001**

1.5

p = 0.03*

1.2
0.9

Emergency Line
0.7m

2.4m

Figure 3: The suitcase-enclosed system in a corridor,
equipped to emit various types and timings of beep sounds.

We analyzed the recorded datasets to identify how trajectories were afected by the emissions. Some trajectories were
occasionally missing or inaccurate owing to the limitations
of real-time processing, as described in Pedestrian Tracking.
We therefore performed a subsequent trajectory analysis
using the recorded RGB and depth images to obtain more
accurate pedestrian trajectories. We used OpenPose [8], a
CNN-based human-body detection software, to detect parts
of pedestrians’ bodies from the RGB images. We then determined the central position of the detected bodies in the
depth images to obtain the 3D positions of pedestrians. We
conducted the analysis for all the recorded images. The laptop used analyzed images captured at a rate of 5 fps, i.e., an
insufcient rate for real-time sound notifcations.
Evaluation Measurements
We measured the “minimal distance” between the suitcase
position and a given trajectory to investigate the relevance
of diferent sound patterns for avoiding collisions. A longer
minimal distance may be interpreted as indicating that the
pedestrian has avoided the blind user by a comfortable margin. These minimal distances were determined from the 3D
positions returned by OpenPose.
We considered three hypotheses for the main potential
factors infuencing the minimal distances: the presence or absence of a sound emission (Hypothesis 1), the sound-emission
timing (Hypothesis 2); and the urgency level of the emitted
sound (Hypothesis 3). We tested these hypotheses using a
Kruskal–Wallis test and a Mann–Whitney U test at 5% levels
of signifcance to discern diferences within sound patterns.
We also saw 95 % confdence intervals for each pattern.
Results
Figure 4 shows the minimal distance determined for each
pattern. The mute baseline pattern (S7) yields the smallest
average minimal distance. The Kruskal–Wallis test and the
Mann–Whitney U test, done at 5% levels of signifcance, revealed that all the non-baseline sound patterns (S1-S6) gave

0.6
0.3
0.0

(S1) (S3) (S5)

5.0 seconds
Urgency Level:

(S2) (S4) (S6)

(S7)

2.5 seconds Without Sounds
High
Middle
Low

Figure 4: Minimal distances. The bars show the 95 % confdence intervals. p: p-value of the Mann–Whitney U test done
on the minimal distance (∗∗ and ∗ indicate the 0.001 and 0.03
levels of signifcance, respectively).

longer minimal distances than S7. This result validates Hypothesis 1. Based on the statistical tests and the 95 % confdence intervals, we also observed that the sound emission
patterns with 5 second timings (S1, S3, and S5) give greater
minimal distances than the patterns with 2.5-second timings
(S2, S4, and S6). Hypothesis 2 is thus also validated.
We then compared sound patterns with the same emission
timing to assess the infuence of the urgency levels. We observed no statistically signifcant diference among patterns
with either the 5-second (S1, S3, and S5) or the 2.5-second
timings (S2, S4, and S6). We thus rejected Hypothesis 3.
We summarize our fndings as follows:
• Sound warnings based on collision prediction infuenced
pedestrians walking toward away from the suitcase.
• Timings of the sound emissions also afected pedestrian
trajectories. Patterns with a 5-second timing defected
pedestrian trajectories more efectively.
• The type of alarm sound appears not to be a signifcant
factor afecting pedestrian trajectories.
Design of the Sound-Emission Policy
Based on the above fndings, we designed a sound-emission
policy for BBeep (Figure 5), consisting of three stages of
sound emissions for preventing collisions. The system emits
the following three types of alarm sounds.
(1) A low-urgency beep warns of the potential risk of a
collision between the blind user and pedestrians within
5 s. This sound was used in our observation study as a
low-urgency sound S5. We expect this signal to enable
pedestrians to divert their path away from the blind user
to avoid collision.
(2) An intermediate-urgency beep indicates a potential
risk of collision within 2.5 s. This sound was used in our

Low Urgency Sound

Middle Urgency Sound

5.0 seconds

Stop Sound

0.7m
2.5 seconds

ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Gender Age
F
70
F
70
M
65
M
46
M
42
M
58

Eyesight
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind

Navigation Aid
Cane
Cane
Cane
Dog (primary) and Cane
Dog (primary) and Cane
Cane

Table 2: Demographic information of our participants

Figure 5: Policy of sound emission.

observational study as an intermediate-urgency sound S4.
We also expect this signal to help avoid collision.
(3) A stop sound indicates an imminent risk of collision
with any obstacle (pedestrian, chair, wall, etc.) located
within 70 cm. We expect this signal to prompt the blind
user to come to a halt immediately.
We chose the intermediate- and low-urgency sounds for
our policy. The higher the urgency level of the signal, the
greater the annoyance rating of the sound alert. However,
we observed that the urgency level of the sound did not affect the trajectory of oncoming pedestrians. We, therefore,
selected two sound alerts with lower urgency and annoyance
levels. By using two types of beep sounds, the blind user can
know whether or not a pedestrian continues to approach.
In addition, to inform the blind user of an obstacle ahead,
we use a bell sound that is completely diferent from the
beep sounds. This bell sound is emitted whenever the system
detects obstacles located within 70 cm. In our user evaluation, we recommend that the blind user stop advancing
immediately upon hearing the bell sound.

We selected several crowded gates where passengers were
waiting for boarding in line or in groups. Participants were
asked to walk straight along the corridor and go through
the crowds until reaching a particular location, where the
experimenter would ask them to stop (each task had roughly
20 meters). Participants held the suitcase handle with one
hand, and used their white-cane on the other hand (Figure 6).
Their goal was to go through the crowds efectively and avoid
collisions with other pedestrians. This task enabled us to
replicate a very similar setting among diferent participants
and trials, thus enabling a fair comparison among conditions.

6 REAL-WORLD USER EVALUATION

Procedure

Our main goal was to understand the efectiveness of BBeep
in clearing the path for blind travellers in crowded spaces.
For that reason, we performed a real-world study where 6
blind participants (Table 2) navigated crowded areas at the
Pittsburgh International Airport. In this study, we compared
BBeep against two baseline conditions: one notifes only the
blind user about collision risks, while the other does not
provide any notifcations.

After obtaining (IRB approved) informed consent from participants, researchers provided an overview of the study and
described the three interfaces. A short training session (10 15 minutes) was then given to participants until they were
familiar with the system alarm sounds and interfaces. Although the volume rate of the speaker interface was fxed for
all participants, they were able to adjust the volume in the
headset interface to make sure it was comfortable, but audible. During the training session, we explained how to hold
the suitcase as it afects the accuracy of collision prediction.
Then, participants were asked to walk fve similar routes
using three types of interfaces (the speaker and headset interfaces twice and the no sound interface once) in a counterbalanced order. Participants were informed that a researcher
would be walking behind them to guarantee their safety as
well as other pedestrians’ safety (Figure 6). They were also
instructed to stop when listening the higher urgency (stop)
sound to avoid colliding with pedestrians. The researcher

Conditions
We equipped our assistive suitcase system with the capabilities to track pedestrians and predict future collisions. Based
on this system, we prepared three diferent interfaces:
Speaker interface (BBeep): This interface represents our
proposed system, which emits three types of sounds (low
urgency, middle urgency, and stop sounds) for the blind
user and other pedestrians through a speaker that is
mounted on top of the suitcase.

Headset interface: This interface has the same behavior as BBeep, but instead of using a speaker, provides
sounds only to the blind user using bone-conducting
headphones (to avoid blocking environmental sound).
No sound interface: The user also carries the suitcase,
but this interface never emits sound, representing a blind
user navigating by himself without additional aids.
Tasks

Blind Participant

Experimenter

Our system

Figure 6: User study at an international airport. Participants
walked through crowds holding the handle of an assistive
suitcase-shaped system.

did not intervene unless: there was an imminent risk or a
deviation from the path. For example, in the latter, the researcher would tell them to slightly adjust their orientation.
Also, in case the path was blocked or the participant was confused, the researcher would intervene to help the participant
passing that immediate obstacle.
To observe the response of pedestrians to the system, we
mounted a GoPro camera on the top of the suitcase.
Metrics
Imminent Collision Frequency and Collision Risk Frequency.
To measure how many pedestrians had an imminent risk of
collision with the blind user, we defned the number of pedestrians within 70 cm as the Imminent Collisions Frequency. In
addition, we measured the Collision Risk Frequency that indicates how many pedestrians had a risk of collision with
the blind user within 5 s. In each task, we counted imminent
collisions and risk of collision based on pedestrian detection
results and our collision prediction results, respectively. We
compared the three conditions quantitatively based on a 95%
confdence interval (Table 3). In addition, we compared the
two sound conditions (speaker and headset interfaces) using
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with 1% levels of signifcance.
Risk Continuity Ratio. This metric represents the ratio of
pedestrians who had potential risks of collision, and persisted in the users’ path until reaching an imminent risk of
collision. To calculate the metric, we divided the Imminent
Collision Frequency by the Collision Risk Frequency. Smaller
values indicate that the system reduces the risk of collision
between the blind user and pedestrians. We performed the
same analysis described for the previous metrics.
Post-Interview. After completing the tasks, we asked participants to rate a set of sentences using 7-point Likert Items
(ranging from 1: strongly disagree, 4: neutral, to 7: strongly

agree). The sentences and a summary of the answers are
shown in Table 4. Finally, we asked open-ended questions
about the advantages and challenges of each interface (speaker
and headset). We also asked for suggestions to improve each
interface, and in what scenarios would the participants use
the Speaker Interface (BBeep).
Results
Qantitative Evaluation. Table 3 reports the imminent collision frequency, collision risk frequency and the risk continuity ratio. We found no signifcant diferences between
interfaces concerning the collision risk frequency (p = 0.8).
On the other hand, our analysis revealed that the speaker
interface resulted in signifcantly (p = 0.005) less pedestrians with an imminent risk of collision with the user, when
compared to the headset interface. Moreover, a signifcant
diference (p = 0.009) in risk continuity ratio shows that the
speaker interface was more efective to reduce the number
of pedestrians that had a risk of collision with the user.
Table 4 reports the results of six Likert scale questions.
Four participants agreed that people cleared the path when
they were using the speaker interface rather than the headset
interface (Q1). On the other hand, in the other questions, we
obtained similar results between two interfaces.
Video Observations. Video recordings enabled us to analyze
the behavior of both the blind user and sighted pedestrians, in
order to complement our quantitative metrics. We observed
that participants would clear the path most of the times after
noticing the user. However, participants using the Headset
or No Sound interfaces often collided (or had an imminent
risk of collision) with pedestrians who were unaware of their
presence. In most occasions, pedestrians were either talking
in groups or standing in line waiting for boarding. On the
other hand, when using the Speaker interface, even in the
aforementioned scenarios pedestrians would hear the sound
and immediately clear the path for the blind user.
There were, however, fve exceptions where pedestrians
approached within 70 cm radius of the participant, representing an imminent risk of collision. The reasons for them
were: (1) a pedestrian was using headphones and did not hear
the sound notifcation; (2) a blind user changed his walking
direction suddenly; and (3) pedestrians tried to clear the path
for the blind person, but did not have any anywhere to go
(e.g., by being against the wall).
Qalitative feedback. Participants were generally aware that
other pedestrians cleared the path when using BBeep, as
illustrated by their comments: A1: “The advantage of the
speaker is [that] they [other pedestrians] cleared the path” (P5);
A2: “People were noticing that I was approaching and people
were moving away... giving me the path” (P4); and A3: “The
biggest advantage is that other people heard it [sound alert] and

Interface
Speaker
Headset
No sound

Collision Risk Frequency
Mean and SD Lower Upper
6.67 ± 3.75
4.55
8.79
5.91 ± 2.25
4.64
7.19
6.67 ± 2.05
5.03
8.30

Imminent Collision Frequency
Mean and SD Lower Upper
0.41 ± 0.76
0.00
0.85
2.00 ± 1.35
1.23
2.76
3.00 ± 1.85
1.52
4.48

Risk Continuity Ratio
Mean and SD Lower Upper
0.08 ± 0.19
0.00
0.19
0.37 ± 0.25
0.22
0.51
0.45 ± 0.21
0.28
0.63

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation of each metric. It presents means and standard deviations (SD), and the lower and upper
bounds of 95 % confdence intervals.

No.
Q1
Q2
Q3

Question
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 mean
People cleared the path when I was using the speaker interface.
4
6
7
7
5
4
5.5
People cleared the path when I was not using the speaker interface. 4
3
2
3
4
4
3.33
The speaker interface helped me walk comfortably in airports.
7
4
5
6
6
5
5.5
The headset interface helped me walk comfortably in airports.
7
4
3
6
6
6
5.33
The speaker interface is also useful in less crowded places.
5
2
6
6
6
4
4.83
The headset interface is also useful in less crowded places.
5
2
4
5
6
4
4.33
Table 4: Likert Items (1: strongly disagree to 7: strongly agree) and a summary of answers.

they would move to get out of the way” (P3). When using the
headset interface, participants felt that being quieter was its
main advantage: A4: “It [the headset interface] is more private”
(P1). However, they also had the perception that pedestrians
did not clear the path in the same way: A5: “People don’t
notice, so I’m required to say something for them to clear the
path.. in comparison to the speaker” (P4); and A6: “[The main
advantage of the headset interface is that] it’s quiet. ... [The
main challenge is that] it didn’t get anybody’s attention” (P2).
Some participants commented that the usefulness of the
speaker interface might depend on the environment. Places
where they would use it generally include crowded public
spaces and open areas: A7: “It’s more useful in more crowded
places” (P1); A8: “It is useful at a grocery store, a shopping
mall, and other open areas’ (P5). Still, it was also reported to
be useful in less crowded places: A9: “The speaker interface is
also useful in less crowded places, because it doesn’t beep when
there are no people. So, I can still take advantage when there is
someone with a risk of collision” (P3). In contrast, using it in
quieter environments was found to be inappropriate or to
draw too much attention: A10: “In the airport type of settings,
I would probably use the speaker settings, but if I’m in a quiet
area where people are expected to be quiet, ... maybe I will not
use it” (P4); and A11: “I don’t agree to use the speaker interface at places supposed to be quiet like hospitals or libraries,
but, in any public environment like airports, train stations, or
whatever, the speaker is always gonna be appropriate.” (P2).
When asked for suggestions, two users said that BBeep
should not only beep but also provide information about the
surroundings: A12: “I’m more likely to use the speaker ... but I
still want to hear what’s going on through the headset” (P3);

SD Median
1.26
5.5
0.75
3.5
0.96
5.5
1.37
6
1.46
5.5
1.25
4.5

A13: “[In both interfaces] I want to understand what’s happening. People are in front of me walking, coming, or standing.
... [I recommend] diferent output. Speaker will notify sighted
people. Headset will explain what’s going on.” (P2).
7 DISCUSSION
Efectiveness of BBeep for Collision Avoidance
The real-world user study showed that BBeep was an efective tool for blind users to prevent collisions with pedestrians.
While the number of pedestrians with a low risk of collision
(within the next 5 seconds) was very similar among conditions, the number of pedestrians with an imminent risk of
collision with the user was signifcantly lower for BBeep
than the Headset condition. These two conditions provide
the exact same sound notifcations, but use diferent output sources (i.e., speaker or headset). This result indicates
that emitting sound both to the blind user and to nearby
pedestrians was efective for clearing the path for the user,
and that it was more efective than notifying the user alone.
Video observation of the navigation tasks at the airport corroborate these results. Participants traversed crowded areas
near the gates and frequently encountered pedestrians who
were unaware of them. When walking with BBeep, sighted
pedestrians gained immediate awareness of the user’s presence and cleared the path and, in some cases, even prompted
their peers to move. Although not always aware of sighted
users’ behavior, participants had the perception that BBeep
was more efective than the alternatives, as shown by their
ratings and comments (A1, A2, and A3).
While the Headset condition was not as efective as BBeep,
users took advantage of their knowledge about the collision

risk with pedestrians. For instance, P4 started saying “Excuse
me!” after noticing that the collision risk persisted, while
other participants became more efective orienting the suitcase in order to fnd a path without risks.
Prospective Scenarios for BBeep
We carefully designed our sound emission policy, keeping in
mind that social acceptance was crucial for such an approach.
In addition, conducting the experiment at the airport enabled
participants to understand how would it be to use BBeep
in the real-world. Participants’ feedback indicates that it is
acceptable to use BBeep in crowded, public spaces such as airports, train stations or shopping malls (A7, A8, A10, and A11).
Indeed, users’ reported comfort in using the suitcase-shaped
system (Q2) showed very similar results between the Headset interface and BBeep. In contrast, participants’ feedback
regarding the use of both interfaces in less crowded places is
not consensual (Q3). Still, some participants see advantages
in using them since they do not provide notifcations unless
there are risks of collision (A9). While crowded areas seem
appropriate to use BBeep, participants commented that they
would not use it in very quiet places where they would attract
too much attention or in places where they are supposed to
be quiet, such as hospitals or libraries (A10 and A11).
Limitations and Future Work
Reducing the Number of Sound Emissions. The main advantage of the Headset interface was it discreetness, as it
does not attract so much attention nor disturb other people (A4 and A6). However, being more private signifcantly
impacted performance. This relation between performance
and discreetness suggests that it is important to investigate
how to further reduce the number of sound emissions while
maintaining its ability to clear the path for blind users. For
instance, we observed that sometimes sound notifcations
were provided even when pedestrians had already noticed
the blind user, but did not clear the path immediately. Future
solutions may consider using face tracking or gaze estimation
techniques [51] to assess whether pedestrians are aware of
the blind user, thus reducing the number of sound emissions.
BBeep Acceptability by Sighted Pedestrians. To assess the
acceptability of BBeep, it is relevant to investigate not only
the impressions of blind users, but also those of sighted
pedestrians. However, in this case recruiting sighted people
beforehand would prevent us from evaluating BBeep’s ability
to help clearing the path for the blind user. We aim to further
explore sighted people’s impressions in the future with a
diferent study design.
Beyond Path Clearing. In order to evaluate the impact of
our approach, we focused exclusively on collision avoidance
and on the ability to clear the path for the blind user. For

that purpose, we used straight-line routes and did not include additional navigational challenges that could afect
the results. These design decisions allowed us to run a more
controlled experiment, despite being done in a real-world
scenario. However, independently traversing complex environments like airports has additional signifcant challenges
such as following a particular route, or gaining knowledge
about surrounding Points of Interest (POIs).
The need to convey more informative feedback to the
blind user was also mentioned by participants, who wanted
to know more details about their surroundings (A12 and
A13). One possible extension is to encode distance (or urgency) information continuously instead of using three predetermined levels. A diferent possibility is to provide the
user with additional information that is useful for orientation
and mobility. In particular, P2 and P3 suggested to combine
the speaker and the headset so that they provide diferent
feedback to the user. They suggested to use BBeep as is, but to
describe the environment using the bone-conductive headset.
Future directions may include investigating how to combine
BBeep with solutions that provide turn-by-turn navigation
assistance and/or convey information about relevant POIs
in the vicinity of the user [1, 14, 42].
8 CONCLUSION
We proposed an assistive suitcase system, BBeep, that aims to
clear the path for blind users when walking through crowded
spaces, by notifying both the user and sighted pedestrians
about the risks of collision. It provides sound notifcations
only when needed, based on pedestrian tracking and by
predicting their future position in real-time. We frst investigated how to convey the sound feedback efectively to
sighted pedestrians and designed the sonic notifcation interface of BBeep. Then, we conducted a real-world user study
with visually impaired people in an airport. Results showed
that BBeep reduces the number of situations of imminent
collision risk when compared to notifying the blind user
alone. Moreover, users found BBeep acceptable and appropriate to use in crowded, public spaces such as airports, train
stations or shopping malls. Yet, they were more hesitant
about using it in places they are supposed to be quiet. In the
future, we plan to extend our collision prediction method, by
using vision-based attention analysis to reduce the number
of unnecessary sound emissions when the pedestrians have
already noticed the presence of the blind user.
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